
SAMPLE LESSON FOR PRONOUNS 

 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

Quick Explanation:  

 Pronouns stand in the place of the noun or nouns. This reduces the number of times the noun is repeated. 

 There are many forms of pronouns. Among them are: 

o Subjective (he, I, it, she, they, we, and you) 

o Objective (her, him, it, me, them, us, and you) 

o Possessive (hers, his, its, mine, ours, theirs, yours) 

o Reflexive (herself, himself, itself, myself, ourselves, themselves, and your selves) 

o Indefinite (anybody, anyone, anything, everybody, everyone, everything, nobody, no one, none, nothing, 

somebody, someone, something) 

o Relative Pronouns (that, which, who, whom) 

 

PERSPECTIVE SUBJECTIVE 

CASE 

POSSESSIVE 

CASE 

OBJECTIVE 

CASE 

NUMBER 

First Person I my, mine me Singular 

we our, ours us Singular 

Second Person you your, yours you Singular/ 

Plural 

Third Person he, she, it his, her, hers, its him, her, it Singular 

we, they our, ours, their them Plural 

who, whoever whose whom, whomever Singular/ 

Plural 

Examples of Relative Pronouns 

 Relative pronouns  have different functions 

 They introduce a clause (the part of a sentence that gives more information about the noun).  

 They connect the clause to the rest of the sentence. 

 Relative pronouns can be found in sentences with more than one clause. 

o I cannot believe that she said it.  

o He who begins late finishes last.  

o She should bring the work that she has done.  

o The student who won the prize is in my class.  

Guided Relative Pronoun Practice 

 The dress that she wore is her favorite. 

 The cat which meowed loudly jumped suddenly.  

 Millie, whose eyes were as bright as lights, listened 

intently. 

 

 that she wore; The dress is her favorite. 

 which meowed loudly; The cat jumped suddenly. 

 whose eyes are as bright as lights; Millie listened 

intently. 

Independent Relative Pronoun Practice 

 My family ___ ___    are from out of town will visit me this weekend. 

o My family who are from out of town will visit me this weekend. 

 The game ________ I would like to buy is on sale. 

o The game that I would like to buy is on sale.  

 Billy’s party _______   started late was a lot of fun. 

o Billy’s party which started late was a lot of fun.  

 The coach _______   I admire is one of my favorite people. 

o The coach who I admire is one of my favorite people.  

 There were only a few _____    I really wanted. 

o There were only a few that I really wanted. 

 



 
 

Sample Lesson for  
Relative Pronouns 

 



PRONOUNS 
O Pronouns stand in the place of the noun or nouns. This 

reduces the number of times the noun is repeated. 

O There are many forms of pronouns. Among them are: 

O Subjective (he, I, it, she, they, we, and you) 

O Objective (her, him, it, me, them, us, and you) 

O Possessive (hers, his, its, mine, ours, theirs, yours) 

O Reflexive (herself, himself, itself, myself, ourselves, 

themselves, and your selves) 

O Indefinite (anybody, anyone, anything, everybody, everyone, 

everything, nobody, no one, none, nothing, somebody, 

someone, something) 

O Relative (that, which, who, whom, and 

whose) 

 

 

 

 



PRONOUN CASE CHART 
PERSPECTIVE SUBJECTIVE 

CASE 

POSSESSIVE 

CASE 

OBJECTIVE 

CASE 

NUMBER 

First Person I my, mine me Singular 

we our, ours us Singular 

Second 

Person 

you your, yours you Singular/ 

Plural 

Third Person he, she, it his, her, 

hers, its 

him, her, it Singular 

we, they our, ours, 

their 

them Plural 

who, 

whoever 

whose whom, 

whomever 

Singular/ 

Plural 



RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

O Relative pronouns  have different functions 

O They introduce a clause (the part of a 

sentence that gives more information about 

the noun).  

O They connect the clause to the rest of the 

sentence. 

O Relative pronouns can be found in sentences 

with more than one clause. 

 

 



RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

OExamples of Relative Pronouns 

OI cannot believe that she said it.  

OHe who begins late finishes last.  

OShe should bring the work that 
she has done.  

OThe student who won the prize 
is in my class.  

 



RELATIVE PRONOUN PRACTICE 

O The dress that she wore is her favorite. 

O that she wore 

O The dress is her favorite. 

O The cat which meowed loudly jumped suddenly. 

O which meowed loudly 

O The cat jumped suddenly. 

O Millie, whose eyes were as bright as lights, 

listened intently. 

O whose eyes are as bright as lights 

O Millie listened intently.  

 



INDEPENDENT RELATIVE 
PRONOUN PRACTICE  

O My family ___ ___    is from out of town will 
visit me this weekend. 

O The game ________  I would like to buy is on 
sale. 

O Billy’s party _______   started late was a lot 
of fun. 

O The coach _______   I admire is one of my 
favorite people. 

O There were only a few _____    I really 
wanted. 
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